
ULTRA HIGH SPEED FLOOR CARE
THE ART and SCIENCE of

UHS SUPER WHITE Our softest pad for a brilliant “wet look” shine. 
Can be used on finishes with minimal dry time on the floor.

BLUE ULTRA A super soft pad for dry burnishing.

BEIGE Moderately soft binders and fine packed fibers create a dense burnishing 
pad. It works with the machine to enhance gloss on softer finishes.

AQUA A superior soft pad that lightly polishes the floor for a reflective 
appearance.

PINK MAXIMUM CLEANER – UHS A superior pad that cleans and polishes
to a brilliant shine. Will remove black heel marks and scuff marks without 
removing an overabundant amount of floor fiinish.

CHAMPAGNE Rubberized binder, medium denier fiber burnishing pad. This soft 
rubberized pad “grabs” the floor and moves the finish to a high gloss.

ULTRA HIGH SPEED TAN A moderately soft pad for a softer to medium finish.

PEACH Properly aggressive binding agent with medium denier fiber and ultra 
fine mineral abrasive makes this pad an excellent cleaner, shiner spray buffing 
pad. Works on low RPM machines, too!

NATURAL LIGHT Combines the effectiveness of natural hair lubrication 
with a softer binder. The result is a very light pad that excels in bringing 
out the luster on softer, more buffable, floor finishes.

AQUA MARINE Has the proper lubricity to bring up the shine but not 
enough aggressiveness to remove the finish. It’s a perfect balance of 
natural hair fibers and the unique Treleoni blend of polyester fibers.

NATURAL POLY BLEND Rubberized binders with a blend of natural hair 
and synthetic fibers create a unique textured burnishing pad.
It contains the strength of a synthetic pad with the lubricating 
effect of a hair pad. Natural Blend has excellent washability with 
an anti-dusting characteristic. It is an outstanding multipurpose 
burnishing pad.

NATURAL FIBER This aggressive natural hair pad has all the 
characteristics associated with a traditional hair burnishing pad, 
including the ability to lubricate and level the finish quickly.

“HAIRLESS” This pad has all the effectiveness of our natural fiber and 
natural poly blend hair pads without the use of any animal by-products. 
Can be used in healthcare settings.

The art of floor care once was confined to an operator with a conventional 
(175 RPM) machine using strip, spray buffing and polishing pads to achieve 
a basic looking floor. The advent of heavier and higher speed machines, new 
chemicals and a myriad of flooring types and desired finishes has added an 
element of science to the art.

Today, consistency is more important than ever. Ultra high speed machines, 
whether electric, battery or propane, can run 2000+ RPMs for burnishing to 
get the desired result. A “clean, shiny, well-maintained floor” has become a 
combination of the pad’s aggressiveness, machine head weight, machine 
RPM, hardness or softness of the finish and frequency of burnishing.  

This challenge is answered by the 
Treleoni family of Ultra High Speed pads. 
Our scientifically designed pads are created to work in harmony with all
of the factors to provide a consistent appearance with less maintenance 
with any and all floor maintenance programs. 
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SUGGESTED USAGE

ULTRA HIGH SPEED FLOOR PADS

PROPANE 2000 - 3000 RPM

Soft Buffable Finish

Medium Buffable Finish

Hard Highly Durable Finish

BATTERY 1500 - 2000 RPM

Soft Buffable Finish

Medium Buffable Finish

Hard Highly Durable Finish

ELECTRIC 1500+ RPM

Soft Buffable Finish

Medium Buffable Finish

Hard Highly Durable Finish

ELECTRIC 1000 RPM

Soft Buffable Finish

Medium Buffable Finish

Hard Highly Durable Finish


